
Class 4 - Spring Term 2023

English
Poetry: To understand how vocabulary choice 

imagery and sentence  structure affects the

reader’s response Text: The Listeners and 
Silver by Walter De La Mare.  Reflecting 

resilience through a diary. 

Suspense :Setting description with dialogue to 

advance the action Text: Visiting author Cliff 

McNish, other texts including: Uncle 

Montague’s Tales of Terror by Ray Bradbury, 

The Hook by John Hurn.

Maths
Addition and subtraction Multi step, inverse and 

decimals.

Multiplication and Division Prime and Cube. 

numbers)  Multiplying,dividing,Mixed.numbers and 

multistep problems.

Fractions/decimals and percentages Equivalents 

and Fractions of amounts.

Perimeter/Area Y5  and Perimeter /Volume Y6.

RE
Buddhism: express insights into the challenges of 

individual commitment to faith and the commitments by 

which they live. 

Salvation: What did Jesus do to save human beings?

Make clear connections between the Christian belief in 

Jesus’ death as a sacrifice and how Christians celebrate 

Holy Communion.

History 
Early Civilisations: Islam:  Understand 

and explain / analyse diverse 

experiences and ideas, beliefs, 

attitudes of men, women, children in 

past societies. Understand how 

different types of sources are used.

Geography
Locational Knowledge: Identify countries 

Human geography: types of settlement and land 

use, economic activity including trade links, and the 

distribution of natural resources.

Human and physical processes: Explain how 

countries have changed over time, economic 

impacts and are interconnected.

Art & Design 
Artist: Picasso. Use a variety of 
techniques to add interesting  
effects using charcoal and 
pencil, to reflect cubism style 
(link to shape/geometry in 
maths).

Music
Explore, learn and recognise 

pentatonic scale. Learn, develop 

drumming techniques, develop 

solfa stick notation. Build 

confidence through Improvisation 

and composition.

PE
Invasion games - competition & tactics

Outdoor and Adventurous Activities 

Gymnastics - technique, control & 

balance.

Science
Properties and changes of 

materials. 

Computing
Using spreadsheets efficiently 

and creating digital quizzes 

linked to other areas of 

learning. 

Creating text adventures. 

PHSE

Personal identity, 

Managing money 

effectively.

Considering career 

choices for the future.  

Design & Technology
Create a balanced sharing menu 

for a Buddhist Monk.


